
The Lead Locally Project



Why Lead Locally?
• The Lead Locally team is to conduct a series of applied research projects and technology deployments, and 

create an Advanced Energy Center to increase and expedite energy savings and retrofits of residential and 

commercial buildings in Sonoma and Mendocino counties. 

• The program provides assistance to overcome financial investment barriers through On Bill Financing.

• A fair and impartial selection process of the product type, manufacturer and brand, and contractor and installation 

is available through the use of the Contractor Matching Tool.

• Ability to see, touch and test new technologies onsite at the Advanced 

Energy Center such as the Induction Cooktop Kitchen Demo area

• Manufacturer and energy field expert training, certification, and 

educational courses.

• Joint incentive programs to help stimulate the market for innovative 

technologies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes the Lead Locally Project unique?  We are performing an applied research of emerging technologies in multiple residential homes and commercial spaces.  Those techs and more will be displayed & deployed from a new Advanced Energy Center.  That center will have a web-based tool called the “Contractor Matching Tool” which will allow customers to fairly chose a tech, schedule an installer and make payments directly to the manufacturer without being steered by SCP staff. There will be a residential style induction kitchen to demonstrate a true cooking environment. Training & certification courses will be available onsite for building professionals to be added to the certified installers lists. Financial barriers can be overcome through On Bill financing of the technology through their energy bill savings.  Additionally, both SCP and participating vendors will provide discounts and incentives on deployed technologies.
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This EPIC grant is for $9.8M in CEC reimbursable funds combined with $3.3M SCP funds dedicated as a match portion.  Of those Match funds they are a cash match based primarily for renovations of the Advanced Energy Center of $990K and deployment of market ready technologies via incentives totaling $2.3M.  The majority of CEC reimbursable funds are labor for the entirety of the project combined with costs towards the applied research, EM&V, and technology demonstrations projects.



Roles and Responsibilities

Frontier Energy Inc– management of the applied 
research activities, execution of laboratory and field 
testing, analysis of monitored data, program supports 
and optimal retrofit strategy development, building 
owner support, and stakeholder engagement.

DNV GL – provide independent Evaluation, 
Measurement, and Verification (EM&V) for the 
Project, specify required measurement points 
and accuracy levels for the instrumentation 
package, and evaluate performance relative to 
the metrics for success.

Research Project Subcontractors– California Lighting Technology Center 

(CLTC), Energy Docs, Rick Chitwood, Chiltrix.

Manage the commercial daylighting project, select and evaluate daylighting 

technologies in both laboratory and field test settings, design and install the radiant 

panels, air-to-water heat pumps (AWHPs), and load reduction retrofits.

Sonoma
Clean Power

Deployment & Education Team– Sonoma 

County Energy & Sustainability Dept, 

RCPA, Design AVEnues, Planet 

Ecosystems.

Consultants assisting in the deployment of 

technologies in the Advanced Energy Center, 

training and development programs and other 

educational opportunities for transfer of 

technology knowledge.

Sonoma Clean Power- serves as the prime coordinator with 
the CEC, and will be responsible for identifying project sites, 
initial outreach to customers, and reporting progress to the CEC.
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Presentation Notes
SCP is the prime coordinator with Frontier leading a team of researchers. DNV GL is providing the EM&V of that research. RCPA, Sonoma County and Design AVEnues are helping manage the AEC and a training & certification courses at the AEC.



The Technical 
Advisory 

Committee 
Members

• Pierre Delforge Natural Resources Defense Council
• Conrad Asper PG&E
• Axum Teferra Bay Area Quality Management
• Ram Narayanamurthy Electric Power Research Institute
• Jennifer Berg Metropolitan Transportation Commission
• Beckie Menten Center for Sustainable Energy
• Jennifer West Stopwaste
• Bruce Hodge Carbon Free Palo Alto
• Geoff Wickes Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
• Howard Merson Vermont Energy Investment Corporation
• Garth Torvestad Consol

• COMMISSION AGREEMENT MANAGER DAVID HUNGERFORD
• PROJECT MANAGER CHAD ASAY
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Experts from the Energy field have volunteered to be TAC members from: BAQM, PG&E, Stopwaste, Center for Sustainable Energy, MTC, and Natural Defense Council and more.



Applied Research Project
& 

Technology Demonstration



Lead Locally 
Research 
Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lead Locally has adopted a gradual risk reduction process that includes lab testing, field testing, modeling, and technology demonstration, before proceeding with large scale deployment. The applied research projects for Lead Locally are considered either TRL 4 (Component and/or system validation in laboratory environment) or TRL 5 (Laboratory scale, similar system validation in relevant environment). Our objective is to move the technologies to TRL 8 (Actual system completed and qualified through test and demonstration) over the course of the program and take steps toward TRL 9 (Actual system proven through successful operations).There are several categories of risk that must be considered for a research project involving real homeowners and building occupants. Performance risk involves the possibility that energy savings may be less than expected. This risk can be mitigated by carefully selecting appropriate technology applications, educating occupants, recognizing problems early, and responding to customer concerns during the test period. There are also application risks when a technology is moved from the controlled conditions of a laboratory to a real building. Unexpected systems interactions, occupant complaints, permitting issues, and other practical challenges may arise. Cost risk should not be a major issue for applied research projects, because the CEC and/or SCP will pay for the equipment purchase and installation. However, it will be important to track installation costs at the test sites to determine if the technology was cost-effective, and perhaps find ways to reduce future costs through contractor training and certification efforts. With a sufficient quantity and diversity of field test sites, the Team hopes to identify many of these issues early and provide solutions to building owners and contractors during the deployment phase.



Planned Laboratory Tests
Goal: Test the effectiveness of high-potential new technologies under a range of controlled operating and 
environmental conditions to characterize performance with a high degree of confidence.

Locations: Frontier Energy’s Building Science Research Laboratory and Food Service Technology Center; 
California Lighting Technology Center

Image credit: Frontier EnergyImage credit: CLTC
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Most of the energy consuming equipment used in buildings undergoes standardized testing at a certified laboratory to establish rated performance characteristics that consumers can understand and can be used as the basis for comparing products. However, the performance of rated equipment in new applications or as part of a complete system may not be known with a high degree of confidence, and additional laboratory testing may be necessary to reduce performance uncertainty prior to implementation in occupied buildings. The lab testing activities in support of Lead Locally will focus on technology evaluation under a range of operating and environmental conditions that encompass the conditions expected in actual building installations.Three separate laboratory facilities will be leveraged for the testing of appropriate Lead Locally technologies under controlled conditions:1.	Frontier’s Building Science Research Laboratory (BSRL) is a 2200 ft2 facility in Davis, California, that has been used since 2003 for testing equipment, fabricating prototypes, and maintaining field monitoring systems. The BSRL has been used for the evaluation of heat recovery systems, evaporative cooling technologies, tankless water heaters, furnaces and fan coils, and ventilation cooling systems. Improvements made in 2017 included construction of two large environmental chambers that can be used for the testing of residential and commercial HVAC technologies, water heating equipment, and building envelope components such as phase change materials (PCMs). A LabView setup is used to monitor and control equipment during experiments.2.	Frontier’s Food Service Technology Center (FSTC) in San Ramon, California, is an ISO-certified testing lab designed to run ASTM/EnergySTAR/ASHRAE tests pertaining to commercial foodservice equipment. There are two lab spaces at FSTC. Space 1 is the main set of test cells. There are enough spaces for 6 appliances to be tested simultaneously. Space 2 is the Commercial Kitchen Ventilation lab. This space is conditioned with highly controllable ventilation, supply and return air equipment, and floor-to-shoulder diffusers.3.	The California Lighting Technology Center (CLTC) in Davis, California, includes full-scale laboratories for research and development of next-generation, energy-efficient lighting and daylighting technologies. For Lead Locally, the CLTC test facilities will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of daylight harvesting sensors and control algorithms, and to characterize the performance of daylight enhancement technologies such as fiber optics under controlled conditions.



Planned Field Tests
Goal: Further verify field performance for technologies that have demonstrated significant energy savings 
potential but do not see significant uptake in the market. 

Locations: Occupied existing homes and businesses in Sonoma and Mendocino Counties.

Image credit: James Haile

Image credit: Frontier Energy
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Once laboratory testing has verified that expected performance is achieved within a reasonable margin under well-controlled operating conditions, each technology will be installed and monitored in a small number of occupied buildings. These field tests will help identify unexpected performance issues that only become apparent when the technology is subjected to realistic weather conditions and occupant behavior. An appropriate set of instrumentation will be installed to monitor key performance attributes and display the results in a user friendly cloud-based platform.



Field Test Strategy

• Recruit occupied existing residential and 
commercial buildings from SCP customer base

• Customer survey/interview and site visit to 
confirm appropriate site conditions for 
technology

• Monitoring site for 3-6 months pre-retrofit; 12 
months post-retrofit

• CEC/SCP incentives cover costs for Applied 
Research and equipment costs for Tech Demo

Image credit: Frontier Energy
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Site SelectionIn general, the Team will target field test sites that offer the best opportunities for success, in terms of both electricity savings and cost-effectiveness. The first step in the site selection process is to develop a screening matrix that lists the essential, important, and desired characteristics of the field test sites. Data will be collected from various sources, including building owner surveys and interviews, county building departments, SCP customer databases, and in-person site visits. Each feature is then assigned a score so that interested sites can be evaluated according to their overall fit for Lead Locally and the specific technology to be field tested. The time stamp for receipt of responses from interested customers with qualified sites will be used to establish the order of qualified sites for site visits.  This coupled with the scored criteria will establish a fair and defensible process for selecting sites in case there are more qualified sites than can be served within the Applied Research budget. Measure InstallationSpecific measure design and installation plans will be developed once the test sites have been selected. All necessary permits will be obtained prior to the start of measure installation at each test site. Installation of each measure will be performed by subcontractors that are well-trained and knowledgeable about best practices for installing and commissioning the technology in various applications. All activities will be well-coordinated with building owners to minimize inconvenience to occupants.Customer CareAs field testing is conducted the Team will ensure that homeowners and building occupants understand the benefits of participating in the program and are given excellent customer care.  All participating building owners will be presented with a Customer Participation and Access Agreement. This agreement, in addition to initial recruitment and site visits, will help to communicate what the building owner should expect from participation in the program. All participants’ personal information will be protected and stored in a safe encrypted environment. The agreement will also protect and set expectations for SCP and subcontractor staff accessing properties. All staff accessing properties will be trained on how to safely access customer properties and work sites to help prevent incidents. To help determine overall satisfaction of installed equipment each participant will fill out a questionnaire sharing their experience. This questionnaire will provide the program with valuable feedback on the usability of the technology on a day-to-day basis, and address any detailed issues not captured when the instrument package is installed.  Baseline DeterminationEach field test must include a well-established baseline that can be compared to the retrofit case for the purpose of calculating energy savings:Pre-retrofit. Similar buildings. Similar spaces in the same building.Modeled baseline case. The selection of an appropriate baseline depends on the nature of the technology and the characteristics of the test site.Monitoring ApproachField test data will be monitored for all test sites for the length of time necessary to ensure performance is observed under the full range of weather conditions, typically between six months and one year. Additional factors may affect test duration depending on the technology and building type, such as seasonal variations in operating conditions and ground water temperature. The range of performance data that will be collected is highly dependent on the technology, risk areas, and research questions that must be addressed, but electricity savings, comfort impacts, and cost data will be tracked for all projects.Site Close-outAt the conclusion of the field test period, all instrumentation will be removed, and the condition of the building will be returned to its original state, except for the efficiency measures themselves, which will remain unless the building owner is dissatisfied with measure performance. In such cases, the original equipment will be re-installed if the complaints are well-founded, but it is expected that this scenario will be uncommon because of the careful risk-reduction strategies employed by the Team.Building Energy SimulationEnergy simulation is an important supplement to most field test activities. Because field tests are conducted with uncontrolled occupant behavior and weather conditions, it is usually necessary to normalize energy use data before and after the retrofit. The energy savings can then be calculated under standard operating conditions and compared across test sites or to expectations based on manufacturer specifications. For Lead Locally, the Team expects to use energy models informed by field test data for most of the research and technology demonstration projects that involve multiple retrofit measures. The energy savings for single-measure projects, such as phase change materials (PCMs) and induction cooking, may be calculated analytically using direct measurements and simple normalization equations.



Radiant Ceiling Panels with 
Air-to-Water Heat Pumps

Phase Change Materials 
(PCMs)

5 Residential Pilot Homes

5 Residential Pilot Homes

Applied Research

Image credit: 2009 Solar Decathelon, Team California. 
Image Credit: James Haile

Image credit: InsolCorp

Commercial Daylighting 
3 Commercial Pilot Sites

Image credit: SolaTube
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Presentation Notes
Four technologies were selected for Applied Research projects. These technologies have significant performance uncertainties that may require a variety of strategies to address prior to implementation in a large number of occupied buildings. These strategies may include a combination of literature searches, lab testing, field testing in 3-5 sites, building simulation, and design/installation best practice development.



Radiant Ceiling Panel Retrofits

Image credit: Caroline Karmann, Center for the Built Environment at UC Berkeley.

𝐐𝐐𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍𝒍

The Problem: Significant distribution losses due to leaky ducts installed in attics reduce equipment 
efficiency and effectiveness for central forced-air heating and cooling systems

The Potential Solution: Using hydronic radiant ceiling panels greatly reduces leaks and distribution 
losses and increases thermal comfort by eliminating the need to supply conditioned air

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACs and furnaces provide comfort by heating and cooling air and circulating it through ducts. These leaky ducts waste 20% of the energy (and money) used by ACs and furnaces. Additionally, ACs and furnaces can only affect indoor comfort by changing the air temperature, which is only part of the comfort equation. Radiant ceiling panels are panels installed in the ceiling that heat and cool a house without moving air. Instead, they directly emit heat to, or absorb heat from, the surfaces and objects in the space beneath them. This is done by heating and cooling water that is pumped through tubing in the panels. The water is heated and cooled by a high efficiency variable speed air to water heat pump (AWHP).Technology benefitsImproved comfort and efficiency.They take up less space.Easier and cheaper to maintain and repair.Better for people with bad allergies and asthma.Cheaply customizable, including zoning.UncertaintiesRadiant ceiling panels do not provide humidity control or ventilation so these will be provided through two supplemental systems: an ultra-quiet dehumidifier that uses chilled water and an energy recovery ventilator (ERV).Energy savings may be less than expected.While most houses should see significant savings on summer electricity bills, those who currently heat their houses with natural gas would see an increase in their winter electricity bill along with a large decrease in their gas bill.Target marketsSingle-family, one-story homesCentral forced air heating and coolingDucts in vented atticsElectric heating



Phase Change Materials (Residential)
The Problem: Cooling loads drive significant peak energy use during the summer. Hot attics are a major 
contributor of these cooling loads. As more homes adopt electric space heating to reduce natural gas use, 
winter peak demands will also increase. 

The Potential Solution: Easy to install PCMs can offer significant energy savings and help reduce peak 
demand by storing energy as they melt and freeze over the course of the day.

Image credit: RGEES (https://rgees.com/technology.php)
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PCMs are materials that absorb heat as they melt and release heat as they freeze. PCM melting points can be tuned to match the needs of the application, making PCMs an appealing technology for use in building envelopes, including in walls and attics. PCMs do not contribute to the R-value of the building envelope, but when installed adjacent to the insulation, the PCM can reduce the temperature difference across the insulation while it freezes or melts, thereby reducing heat transfer into or out of the conditioned space. Past studies have indicated heating and cooling loads can be reduced by 10-30%. Most applications have focused on commercial buildings, so very little information is available about potential benefits in residential applications, especially in northern California where the climate is generally milder than other locations. However, the presence of large diurnal outdoor temperature swings in California for much of the year, especially in attics, offers an appealing application that will be studied for this applied research project. The encapsulated PCM product Infinite R, manufactured by Insolcorp and sold by Lead Locally partner Winwerks, will be the technology evaluated for this project.Technology benefitsEnergy savings. Peak demand reduction. Thermal comfort. Ease of installation.UncertaintiesCost. Dependence on weather. Dependence on thermostat settings.    Durability. Contractor familiarity. Target marketsSingle-family detached homesLarge diurnal temperature swingsCentral heating and coolingVented atticWhole house fan



Commercial Daylighting Technologies
Solatube

Ciralight

Parans

Locations with Windows
• Automated Venetian blinds
• Automated rolling shades
• Electrochromic glazing
Skylight Locations
• Ciralight Sun-tracking Skylights
Locations without windows
• Parans/ECHY fiber-optic building core system
• Automated dimmable tubular daylighting
Sensors & Controls
• Motion, photo-, and temperature sensors
• Daylight harvesting controls

Image credit: Ciralight

Image credit: Solatube

Image credit: Parans Solar Lighting

The Problem: Interior lighting remains a large component of electricity use in non-
residential buildings. Bringing daylighting in existing buildings is challenging. 
Electric lighting controls for daylight harvesting face two main challenges: (1) 
Reliable sensing of daylight changes and (2) Control of direct sunlight penetration

The Potential Solution: Improved sensing of daylight changes using multiple photo 
sensors. Control of daylight penetration using automated dynamic fenestration 
systems to control daylight penetration. Integrated controls for lighting, 
fenestration & HVAC systems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recent advances in commercial daylight harvesting technologies and control algorithms have opened the door to greater integration with related building systems and optimized overall performance, offering the potential for significant energy savings in the commercial retrofit market. However, some of these technologies require further evaluation individually and in combination before lighting designers will feel comfortable including them for commercial building retrofits. Specific technologies that will be investigated include dimmable light-emitting diode (LED) lighting with motion and photo-sensor-based controls and integrated communication technologies. In addition, daylighting management technologies will be considered to help realize electric lighting savings and provide additional HVAC energy savings through automated management of solar heat gain and possibly natural ventilation and cooling. These technologies include automated Venetian blinds, roll-down shades, electrochromic glazing, tubular daylighting devices, sun-tracking skylights with mirrors and/or optical fibers, along with motion and photo-sensors for determination of occupancy and potential for glare from direct solar penetration.Technology benefitsReliable realization of electric lighting savings through advanced photo sensingAdditional HVAC energy savings through automated management of solar heat gainImproved luminous comfort through automated control of direct solar penetrationPeak electricity demand response through automated adjustment of lighting & HVAC loadsUncertaintiesEffective sensing of direct solar penetration Occupant acceptance    Target marketsAll commercial spaces that are occupied during daytime hours



Induction cooking

Grid-interactive heat pump water heaters

Technology Demonstration

Waste heat recovery for commercial dishwashing

Aerosol envelope air sealing

Nighttime ventilation cooling

Phase Change Materials (Commercial)

Residential Sites

Residential Sites

Residential & Commercial Sites for Tech Demos

Residential & Commercial Sites for Tech Demo

Commercial Sites

Mini-Split Heat Pumps
Residential Sites

Image credit: Mitsubishi

Commercial Sites

Image credit: Samsung

Image credit: AO Smith
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Seven technologies covering a range of energy end-uses, in both residential and commercial applications, will be evaluated in a small number of test sites prior to full-scale deployment. These technologies have all proven their effectiveness in laboratory settings and occupied buildings, but there remains some uncertainty related to cost-effectiveness, climate impacts, performance of a proven system in a new application, or performance of related systems in a new combination. Successful completion of the Tech Demo phase will result in broader deployment efforts through the Advanced Energy Center.



Mini-Split Heat Pumps
The Problem: Most traditional ACs and furnaces can only operate at one speed and are sized to meet a large 
design-day load that results in cycling and degraded efficiency on most days.

The Potential Solution: Variable speed mini-split systems adjust their speed continuously to match the current 
load, resulting in increased seasonal efficiency. Compact ducts reduce energy losses from duct leakage to the attic.

Image credit: Mitsubishi
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Performing thermal load reduction measures allows the installation of smaller capacity forced air systems, such as mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs), in place of traditional large split systems. A ducted mini-split typically has a single indoor unit and distributes conditioned air throughout the house using compact ductwork, in contrast to a ductless mini-split which typically distributes refrigerant to multiple small indoor units, each with its own fan-coil and often with a separate thermostat. The retrofit package that will be evaluated for Lead Locally includes envelope improvements that will reduce the required capacity of the MSHP, and integrated supply ventilation to improve indoor air quality.Technology benefits20-30% heating and cooling energy savings is possibleLess cycling on and off, leading to better comfort and potentially less wear and tear on equipment Smaller temperature swings  Better indoor air quality through addition of integrated supply ventilation UncertaintiesSavings may not be enough to achieve cost-effectiveness due to mild Sonoma County climate.Questions about the real-world attainability of manufacturer efficiency ratings.Occupant acceptance of differences between operation of MSHPs and traditional systems (improved efficiency with longer system run times and without the use of a temperature setback control).Occupant acceptance of reduced indoor space required to bring ducts into conditioned space.Occupants understanding of MSHP controls, operating characteristics, and required maintenanceTarget marketsExisting all-electric houses with ducts in unconditioned space.Houses with sufficient cooling system use to compensate for conversion from gas to electric heating.Houses with rooftop solar PV systems.Customers interested in electrification for the purpose of reducing their use of carbon-based fuels.



Induction Cooking
The Problem: Electric resistance heating, where a current is passed through a heating element which then transfers 
heat to a piece of cookware, suffers significant losses to the ambient air around it during the cooking process.

The Potential Solution: Induction cooking uses a magnetic coil to induce a current in a piece of ferromagnetic 
cookware. The cookware discharges this energy as heat, serving as a more efficient heating element. 

Image credit: Samsung

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Induction refers to the fact that a current can be ‘induced’ by creating or manipulating a magnetic field. Induction heating takes advantage of this phenomenon, and uses a magnetic coil to induce a current in a piece of ferromagnetic cookware (i.e. cast iron, some alloys of stainless steel, etc.) The cookware discharges this energy as heat, which means that the piece of cookware itself is the heating element. This is necessarily more efficient than electric resistance heating, where a current is passed through a heating element, which then needs to transfer heat to a piece of cookware. The resistance heating element suffers losses to the ambient air around it during this process and therefore cannot transfer heat to the cookware at 100% efficiency. Induction cooking obviates these losses.Technology benefitsInduction cooktops are between 10 and 20% more efficient than other electric models and can be up to 40% more efficient than gas models.Preheats are much more similar to gas ranges, and their control mechanisms are more visually intuitive.Minimizes burn hazard, as the range only works when a piece of cookware is placed directly on the surface.UncertaintiesEnergy savings and ROI can be significantly undercut because the convection oven part of an induction cooking package doesn’t offer the same savings potential over its competitors that the range does.Induction stovetops are more complicated in design than either electric resistance or gas ranges, and therefore have more parts that can malfunction or break.Target marketsResidential sites will need to fulfil three main criteria: existence of an electric stovetop, at least 2 people living in the home year-round, and customers will need to have eating habits such that they actually use their oven and stovetop. Commercial sites will just need to have a single range/oven that they are willing to change out for an induction cooker, and the chefs and line cooks will need to be excited about the project and ready to make a change.



Waste heat recovery (Commercial Dishwashing)
The Problem: A typical high-temperature door-type dishmachine will be the highest load on the building’s hot 
water system, using up to 75% of the system’s hot water. 

The Potential Solution: Exhaust heat recovery (EHR) captures the energy that would otherwise be released from 
a dishmachine as steam, saving energy by lessening the load on the building’s hot water system. Additionally, 
most EHR dishmachines are more water efficient and operate at lower flow rates than conventional models.

Image credit: FSTC
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Heat recovery dishmachines are a relatively modern application of some old technologies. Heat exchangers and condensers are relatively common in industrial, commercial and residential settings alike, so it’s only natural that dishmachine manufacturers have designed both exhaust-side heat recovery (EHR) and drain water-side heat recovery (DWHR) dishmachines. EHR is slowly generating some market share in the commercial foodservice industry and has shown some promise in previous lab and field testing conducted by researchers at the Food Service Technology Center. EHR is more market-ready than DWHR, and there are more companies that make EHR dishmachines than DWHR options, so EHR carries a substantially lower field-testing risk and will be the technology featured in Lead Locally. Heat recovery ventilation was also considered for this project, but because of the mild climate of Sonoma county, a reasonable cost-savings case could not be made. Similarly, a technology to capture the waste heat from cooling systems was considered, but it was later realized (and confirmed by the site surveys done during the premonitoring stage) that many customers in Sonoma County rarely, if ever, use their conventional cooling systems and that this technology wouldn’t be a good fit. Exhaust heat recovery is a superior choice for this project because in addition to its water heating savings, it offers direct HVAC savings by lessening the total CFM load on commercial buildings.Technology benefitsEHR saves energy directly on water heating by capturing heat, so for buildings with electric water heaters, retrofits involving this technology get substantial and direct kWh savings. Additionally, most EHR dishmachines are more water efficient and operate at lower flow rates than conventional models, so additional electric savings are possible at the dishmachine’s booster and tank heaters. EHR saves energy indirectly in two important ways. First, it can reduce or eliminate the need for ventilation in the dishroom. The dishmachine is the largest contributor of heat and moisture gain to the space in commercial dishrooms, so by condensing the steam that would otherwise be vented to the space, it is possible to make dishrooms substantially more comfortable working environments without high-volume mechanical ventilation. There are also associated savings elsewhere on the HVAC system, such as at the make-up air unit. Second, dishmachines are generally the largest load on building water systems in commercial foodservice, and they’re typically located far from the building water heater. It is possible to use EHR dishmachines to design substantially smaller and more efficient water heating systems. Frontier Energy covered this savings aspect in great detail in a previous project . All possible savings support current CEC efforts towards decarbonization and electrification.UncertaintiesOne major uncertainty with EHR lies in its ability to reliably deliver cost savings to customers with gas water heaters. 85% of CFS customers in California use gas water heaters. In some applications, the customer may end up using substantially less energy for water heating overall, but more electricity at the booster heater. The ventilation and HVAC savings will be mostly electric energy. The decommissioning of a ventilation hood can save up to 15% of a large restaurant’s total HVAC cost, and the payback periods of carrying out this kind of retrocommissioning tend to be less than 6 years. Another uncertainty is related to the maintenance of these new dishmachines. Because they’re relatively new and underrepresented in the current dishmachine market, it’s difficult to reliably estimate the lifespan of these machines. In particular, there may be maintenance issues with the heat exchanger or condenser such as fouling and depending on how often this happens and whether it’s covered by the machine’s warranty, it may translate to extra maintenance costs.Target marketsSites with commercial kitchens including a door-type dishmachine Electric water heatingHas an internal or external electric booster heaterSites with thermal comfort problems related to steam from dishmachines



Grid-Interactive Heat Pump Water Heaters
The Problem: Both electric resistance and heat pump water heaters employ low 
efficiency electric resistance elements. Using the resistance elements during peak 
demand periods causes high stress on the grid and cost to homeowners with time-
of-use rates.

Two Potential Solutions:
1. Grid-interactive heat pump water heaters can receive signals from the grid 

announcing high stress periods. The heat pump water heater then relies on 
the hot water in the storage tank, and avoids using the resistance elements 
until the stress event has ended.

2. Heat pump water heaters also employ high efficiency heat pumps. 
Implementing logic that learns the occupant’s behavior enables control 
strategies that use the heat pump more and the resistance elements less. The 
control logic can also minimize electricity cost via load shifting.

Image credit: AO Smith
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Heat pump water heaters (HPWHs) are an electric, storage tank type of water heater. They typically hold 55-80 gallons of hot water ready for use at any time. The primary heating source is a highly efficient heat pump, with a capacity of ~450W and a coefficient of performance (COP) ranging from 2-4. This means that the heat pump can add 900-1800W of heat to the water while only 450W. Since the heat rate of the heat pump is low, HPWHs also employ backup electric resistance elements. The resistance elements typically have a capacity of ~4.5kW and a COP of 0.99. This means they consume 4.5kW of electricity to add 4.45kW of heat to the water. The resistance elements are used when the heat pump is unable to add enough heat to the water to meet the hot water demands of the occupants.Use of the resistance elements can cause a few problems. First, the resistance elements represent a significant electric load on the grid. Operating the elements during the afternoon peak period both stresses the grid at a time when it’s already under stress and is very expensive for occupants paying time-of-use (TOU) rates. Second, since they are much lower efficiency than the heat pump they are always more expensive to operate.This slide presents two solutions for the two problems.Grid-interactive heat pump water heaters (GIHPWHs) offer a solution to the first problem by communicating with the electric grid. They can receive “load shed” signals from the local utility, then rely on the energy stored in the hot water storage tank to coast through the peak period. During this period they are less aggressive about using the resistance elements, thus reducing grid stress and save the occupants money.A second solution is based on adding machine learning to HPWHs enabling more advanced, predictive control logic. In this solution the HPWH monitors how the occupants use hot water and learns to predict their coming behavior. When it can predict future hot water use, it can change the set temperature throughout the day in ways that minimize occupant electricity cost. Examples of how to do that include 1) Predicting high hot water demands and engaging the heat pump early to preheat the water and avoid resistance element use, and 2) Predicting electricity use during the peak period and shifting that load to lower cost and lower stress times of day.Technology Benefits:Electricity use savingsReduced average electricity costLower stress on the grid during the peak periodNew methods of achieving compliance with Title 24 for buildersUncertainties (Research Questions):How much electricity can be saved via these approaches?How much can the cost of reducing electricity cost for occupants be reduced via the energy saving and load shifting strategies?Do these approaches impact hot water delivery to the occupants?Target markets:Single family residential buildingsMulti-family buildings with individual water heaters for each dwelling (No central plant approach)Small commercial buildings with a single water heater



Aerosol envelope air sealing
The Problem: Leaks in walls and ceilings of existing homes makes them less comfortable and cost more to heat 
and air condition.  Reducing air leakage using conventional caulking and sealing methods typically results in 
excessive labor costs and quality control problems, and leaves leaks that are neither visible nor accessible. 

The Potential Solution: The Aerobarrier process briefly pressurizes a building while injecting an aerosol-based 
sealant “fog”. As the air escapes through leaks in the exterior shell of the building, the sealant is transported to 
the leaks, where it accumulates and seals the leakage path. 

Image credit: Aerobarrier
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Technology BenefitsThis technology provides benefits by sealing air leaks in the envelopes (ceilings, roofs, walls, floors) of existing homes.  Conventional sealing methods like caulking are labor intensive and may miss harder to find sources of air leakage.  With this technology, the home is pressurized and an “fog” of aerosol-based sealant is injected.  As the air finds ways to leak through cracks, the aerosol begins to accumulate on the edges of the cracks and eventually fills them.  The process measures the leakage rates using a blower door, and continues until the leakage reaches a sufficiently low level.   Since the sealant eventually settles on horizontal surfaces throughout the home, the most labor-intensive part of the process is masking off these surfaces and other locations where sealing is not appropriate (such as within window frames).  It is least appropriate for homes that are filled with furnishings.UncertaintiesThe greatest uncertainty is in the potential to damage typical home furnishings, and the level of effort required to mask off and otherwise prepare the home for sealing.  This risk is mitigated by focusing on homes that are not currently furnished.Target MarketsBecause this technology is best suited to homes that are not filled with furnishings, it will be targeted to homes that are undergoing a change in occupancy: either rentals with a change of tenants, or home sales.  It can provide benefits for both heating- and cooling-dominated homes.



Nighttime Ventilation
The Problem: Homeowners without an air conditioner struggle to find ways to beat the heat even in 
moderate climates. Many consider buying central air conditioning, which would dramatically increase their 
energy costs, and result in new peak demand requirements for the grid. As global warming has an ever 
greater impact on summer cooling loads, this threat is significant. 

The Potential Solution: Sonoma Clean Power’s climate zone benefits from cool nighttime breezes, and 
Nighttime Ventilation can flush the home with fresh air at night, allowing the occupants to make it through 
the next day, often without the need for compressor-based cooling altogether.  This retrofit adds an 
outdoor air intake and utilizes existing central heating system fans and ductwork to serve as a distribution 
system for cool air at night.

Image credit: Frontier Energy
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Technology BenefitsNighttime Ventilation Cooling has documented benefits for homes in a range of climates.  It is a great supplement to existing central air conditioning system.  Since there are many homes in the SCP territory that do not have central AC, this retrofit has been adapted to provide benefit for homes WITHOUT central AC.  These occupants either cannot afford to install central AC or have resisted the temptation to do so, despite comfort impacts.  This retrofit will improve their quality of life, and—while these homes are already low energy users in the summer—prevent the risk that many of them may choose to install AC as summer temperatures get even hotter.  This technology consists of installation of a duct to bring in outside air and an “economizer” box with dampers and controls to select whether to bring in outdoor air or return air from the space—which ever is cooler.UncertaintiesIt is unknown what percentage of the days throughout the summer will be unacceptably hot without nighttime ventilation cooling, and how effectively nighttime ventilation cooling will provide comfort on these days—especially the few excessively hot days that are likely to occur.  It is also unknown how likely homeowners are to install central AC without a technology such as this, and how much this technology reduces this risk.Target MarketsThe target market for this technology is small single-family homes (for which the maximum outdoor air flowrates will be sufficient) that have ducted central heating but DO NOT have central AC.  These homes are more likely to be low-income than larger homes and homes with central AC.



Phase Change Materials (Commercial)
The Problem: Summer afternoon heat gains through attics contribute significantly to peak demand costs for 
commercial buildings, and can create uncomfortably warm work spaces that impact productivity. 

The Potential Solution: PCMs in dropped ceilings can reduce or delay heat transfer into or out of conditioned 
space by absorbing heat as they melt and releasing heat as they freeze. In commercial buildings that don’t 
operate at night, summer pre-cooling can further enhance the peak demand savings for PCMs. 

Image credit: Insolcorp
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PCMs are materials that absorb heat as they melt and release heat as they freeze. The preferred application of PCMs in commercial buildings is just above the tiles in a dropped ceiling. To charge and discharge heat from the PCM during the summer, it is important to have significantly lower temperature settings at night versus during the day, either through night ventilation cooling or pre-cooling using the HVAC system. During peak demand hours, the cooling system can be turned off or operated with a higher set point with minimal loss in comfort. Even with no change in set point, the PCM will likely reduce peak electricity use for cooling if it hasn’t fully melted. During the winter, PCM works most effectively in applications where there are large internal heat gains during the day, and where the thermostat is set back at night. This reduces warm-up time in the morning while minimizing overheating during the day.Technology benefitsUp to 10-30% heating and cooling energy savingsPeak demand reductionMore stable interior temperaturesMaterial is thin and lightweightEasy to install in many applications, including dropped tile ceilingsLess prone to water damage than insulation UncertaintiesCostSavings may be less than expected due to mild Sonoma County climateVariations in operating profiles and internal gains may affect energy savings Cost-effectiveness within a 5-10 year timeframe may be difficult to achieveContractors and trades have minimal experience with PCMs in commercial applications.Target marketsCommercial buildingsLarge outdoor diurnal temperature swings during all seasonsWintertime thermostat set back and summertime set up at night, or willingness to include HVAC scheduling following the retrofitYear-round building occupancySignificant day and evening occupancy at least five days per week, with minimal operation at nightLarge internal heat gainsDropped tile ceilings



Optimal Retrofit Packages and Markets
The Problem: Energy efficiency upgrades are rarely as cost-effective in retrofit applications as they are in 
new construction, and many are impractical. Cost-effectiveness is highly dependent on the starting 
condition of the buildings, including the efficiency of existing equipment and its remaining useful life.

The Potential Solution: Apply the latest building simulation tools and optimization/parametric analysis 
techniques to identify cost-effective retrofit packages as a function of building features, vintage, climate 
zone, and operating conditions for single family, multifamily, and small commercial buildings. 

Image credit: NREL

ResStock Baseline
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Lead Locally will perform parametric studies using advanced modeling tools to identify the most cost-effective retrofit options for Sonoma and Mendocino County, and other locations in Northern California. The analysis will address single-family residential, multi-family residential, and at least one small commercial buildings sector. For single-family residential buildings, the new NREL tool ResStock will be used to evaluate measures across a spectrum of starting points representative of the building stock in Sonoma County. For commercial buildings, EnergyPlus will be used to evaluate options, and standard reference buildings will be drawn from various possible sources (Title 24 Prototypes, DOE’s Commercial Reference Buildings, etc.). If the multi-family version of ResStock is available within the timeframe of this project, it will be used for multi-family buildings. Otherwise an approach similar to commercial buildings will be used. All technologies evaluated in the Applied Research and Tech Demo projects will be included in the analysis, along with more traditional market-ready measures. Cost data will be drawn from a variety of reliable sources, including actual cost and installation data collected from the Lead Locally field test projects. A Python script will be developed to perform parametric analysis through batch runs and process the data into a useable format. Analysis of the results will lead to meaningful guidance for homeowners and contractors to select retrofit packages that offer the greatest potential savings and cost-effectiveness.



EM&V Framework

• Aligned with CA EM&V protocols and IPMVP

• Saving calculations based on end-use 
measurement and whole building approaches

• Project ranges across residential, commercial 
and industrial sectors

• Impacts HVAC, lighting, water heating and 
cooking appliances
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EM&V helps understand how much savings occurred and why those savings occurred- essentially showing what works and why. The main objectives of an EM&V process are to assess the performance of an energy efficiency program or project, measure the energy or demand savings, and verify if the program is generating the expected level of savings.The EM&V process is analogous to the evaluation of business or employee performance. For example, did the company meet its profit or growth objective? What can be done to improve performance? In the energy efficiency market, the EM&V process answers the question of whether the investments in energy efficiency achieved the expected or required objectives.Our EM&V Framework is designed to align with California Protocols and International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP). The energy savings calculations will include both end-use measurement and whole building approaches to ensure state goals and ratepayer-funded program requirements are met.The picture shows four broad M&V techniques: Option A,B,C and D. These categories are divided into two general types: retrofit isolation (A and B) and whole facility (C &D). Retrofit isolation methods consider only the affected equipment or system independent of the rest of the facility. Whole-facility methods consider the total energy use and de-emphasize specific equipment performance. The primary difference in these approaches is where the boundary of the energy efficiency measure is drawn, as shown in picture. To determine savings, all energy used within the boundary must be considered. Options A and B are retrofit-isolation methods, Option C is a whole-facility method, and Option D can be used as either but is usually applied as a whole facility method. As our Lead-Locally project impacts HVAC, lighting, water heating and cooking appliances, we anticipate most applied research projects will include IPMVP Options B where direct end use metering isolates the measure impacts. In the technology demonstration and deployment IPMVP Option A may be applicable as some input parameters can be assumed and measurement limited. For envelope measures, the HVAC system(s) are monitored through data loggers or direct data from the installed equipment (may go through the manufacturer). The analyses will include whole building analysis under IPMVP Option C to determine, at a minimum, if the end-use effects can be detected in whole building advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) metering. Calibrated simulation under IPMVP Option D may be used for multi-measure retrofit savings analysis and in secondary analyses to extrapolate measured equipment performance to other situations. 



Evaluation Measurement & Verification (EM&V) 
Process

Baseline:

• Pre-existing conditions
• Building with similar characteristics 

in absence of a actual pre-existing 
conditions

• Similar Spaces in the same building
• Modeled baseline in absence of 

physical control case

Five major steps:

• Define evaluation objectives.
• Select an appropriate evaluation savings 

determination approach.
• Verify installation and conduct data 

collection and analysis.
• Calculate energy and demand savings.
• Calculate co-benefits
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There are 5 major steps of implementing EM&V:First, we establish evaluation objective including estimating energy savings, managing risk and assess program improvement. The other objective benefit may include calculation of co-benefits such as greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and other non-energy benefits.Once, evaluation objectives are established we determine the right approach/method to estimate savings. The selection of M&V method depends on:Complexities of measure, Number of interrelated measures at a facility, Risk of the savings, Project cost and expected savings,  Availability of M&V data



The Advanced Energy Center

The Advanced Energy Center has the 
potential to speed deployment of energy 
efficiency, make energy efficiency 
programs more accessible to all customers, 
and increase customer knowledge of 
energy efficiency and energy code 
requirements.
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The Advanced Energy Center, currently under renovations will be located in downtown Santa Rosa on 4th Street.  The AEC will feature emerging technologies and established energy savings items that SCP customers could see, test, and directly buy.  Additionally, the AEC will feature a series of technology-related training sessions for building inspectors, contactors, consumers, and energy consultants.   This Center is expected to open in October 2019.



Schematic Design

Induction Cooktop Demonstration Area

Training & Certification Room

Next Generation Education Area

Emerging Tech Deployment Displays Architectural Planning Room
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Key areas to the Advanced Energy Center are: tech display area, induction demonstration area, kids educations area, training room, design/ planning room.



Advanced Energy Center renovations timeline
Dates are not firm but goal deliverables

• Design Contract and preliminary plans  
January 31, 2019

• Phase 1- Programmatic & Schematic 
Design  January 31, 2019

• Phase 2- Design Development  
February 2019

• Construction Documents/ Permitting 
Bidding March – May 2019

• Construction Administration Services  
May - September 2019

• Commissioning  September 2019

• Soft Opening  September 2019

• Grand Opening  November 2019
Vendor RFP solicited publicly and will close 
March 29, 2019.
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The construction schedule is tight and dependent mostly on contractor availability and permitting delays.  We hope to start demolition late May/ early June and complete construction and occupy the Center in October.  Also NOTE a RFP for vendor participation ends in March and we should know participants in April 2019.



Contractor Matching Tool

VENDORS SUPPLY AT 
LEAST 3 CERTIFIED 

INSTALLERS

CUSTOMER IS FREE TO 
CHOOSE FROM A LIST 

OF TECHNOLOGIES

BUNDLES ASSOCIATED 
TECHNOLOGIES, 

INCENTIVES

SPEEDY SCHEDULING 
PROCESS

DATA COLLECTION 
TOOL FOR GRANT 
REQUIRED ITEMS

PAYMENT DIRECTLY TO 
MANUFACTURER/ 

INSTALLERS

ON BILL FINANCING 
CAPABILITIES

W
eb

 C
ar

t
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The Contractor Matching Tool will provide a web tool that customers can trust to not steer but allow a free choice of technologies and connecting them to a list of certified professionals to install those technologies.  It will allow them an opportunity to post a review of their experiences.  This tool also has the capabilities to bundle incentives and associate other similar tech within that project scope.



Additional Project Benefits

• Financial Assistance
• On-Bill financing
• SCP incentives
• Vendor rates/ incentives

• In Store display
• Technology demonstration areas
• Induction kitchen demonstration area
• Contractor Matching Tool

• Educational & Training
• Children’s education area
• Library
• Training & certification classes
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Other key benefits to this project are: financial assistance, feel touch and test tech onsite, fair contractor matching tool, education areas and certification courses onsite.



2019 Project 
Schedule 1 Apr.

Draft- Presentation 
Materials

Final- Marketplace 
Training Plan

15 June

Final-Energy 
Marketplace 
Outreach & 
Communications 
Plan

Marketplace Website 
Design Demo

17 Sept

Final- EM&V 
Framework

1 Oct.

Advanced Energy 
Center Opening
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The bulk of this years work is expected to be pre-monitoring of pilot home sites, installation of tech to those pilot home sites and tech demo sites, and renovations to open the Advanced Energy Center.  Marketing Outreach & communications Plan & a website design demo will be influential to the design of the AEC.  The EM&V framework will help define the research project and associated benefits for that study. 



Thank you!

Chad Asay
Programs Manager

casay@sonomacleanpower.org

https://sonomacleanpower.org/
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